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1: 3 Ways to Do Strategic Planning - wikiHow
Strong strategic planning is critical to the success of every organization. It is the process by which strategy is translated
into concrete short-term actions. It can also be a vehicle for deciding which markets are important to your company's
future, and which capabilities you will need to reach those markets effectively.

Implementation Schedule Implementation is the process that turns strategies and plans into actions in order to
accomplish strategic objectives and goals. How will we use the plan as a management tool? How and when
will you roll-out your plan to your staff? How frequently will you send out updates? Who is your strategy
director? What are the dates for your strategy reviews we recommend at least quarterly? What are you
expecting each staff member to come prepared with to those strategy review sessions? Use the following steps
as your base implementation plan: Establish your performance management and reward system. Set up
monthly and quarterly strategy meetings with established reporting procedures. Set up annual strategic review
dates including new assessments and a large group meeting for an annual plan review. Below are sample
implementation schedules, which double for a full strategic management process timeline. Your Bi-Annual
Checklist Never lose sight of the fact that strategic plans are guidelines, not rules. Every six months or so, you
should evaluate your strategy execution and plan implementation by asking these key questions: Will your
goals be achieved within the time frame of the plan? Should the deadlines be modified? Are your goals and
action items still realistic? Should your goals be changed? What can be gathered from an adaptation to
improve future planning activities? Why Track Your Goals? Having a stake and responsibility in the plan
makes you feel part of it and leads you to drive your goals forward. Successful plans tie tracking and updating
goals into organizational culture. Accountability and high visibility help drive change. This means that each
measure, objective, data source and initiative must have an owner. Changing goals from In Progress to
Complete just feels good! Once agreed upon, this topic should be developed to conclusion. Holding meetings
helps focus your goals on accomplishing top priorities and accelerating growth of the organization. Although
the meeting structure is relatively simple, it does require a high degree of discipline. Strategy Review Session
Questions: What were our three most important strategic accomplishments of the last 90 days â€” how have
we changed our field of play in the past 90 days? What are the three most important ways we fell short of our
strategic potential? In the last 90 days, what are the three most important things that we have learned about our
strategy? We are looking for insight to decision to action observations. In many organizations, retreats have a
bad reputation because stepping into one of the many planning pitfalls is so easy. Holding effective meetings
can be tough, and if you add a lot of brainpower mixed with personal agendas, you can have a recipe for
disaster. Executing your strategic plan is as important, or even more important, than your strategy. Critical
actions move a strategic plan from a document that sits on the shelf to actions that drive organizational
growth. The sad reality is that the majority of organizations who have strategic plans fail to implement. You
remain in this phase of the strategic management process until you embark on the next formal planning
sessions where you start back at the beginning. Remember that successful execution of your plan relies on
appointing a strategy director, training your team to use OnStrategy or any other planning tool , effectively
driving accountability, and gaining organizational commitment to the process. Clients executing their plans
with OnStrategy: A Dose of Strategy.
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2: Tool for Successful Business Strategic Planning â€“ Business Management Strategy
Harvard Business School. Once the strategic plan is together, there are two critical elements related to project
management. One is to identify the projects that are required to ensure success in the execution of each strategy.

A variety of strategic planning tools described in the section below may be completed as part of strategic
planning activities. What is considered "value" to the customer or constituency? Which products and services
should be included or excluded from the portfolio of offerings? What is the geographic scope of the
organization? What differentiates the organization from its competitors in the eyes of customers and other
stakeholders? Which skills and resources should be developed within the organization? The organization may
use a variety of methods of measuring and monitoring progress towards the objectives and measures
established, such as a balanced scorecard or strategy map. Companies may also plan their financial statements
i. The term operational budget is often used to describe the expected financial performance of an organization
for the upcoming year. Capital budgets very often form the backbone of a strategic plan, especially as it
increasingly relates to Information and Communications Technology ICT. Outcomes[ edit ] Whilst the
planning process produces outputs, as described above, strategy implementation or execution of the strategic
plan produces Outcomes. These outcomes will invariably differ from the strategic goals. How close they are to
the strategic goals and vision will determine the success or failure of the strategic plan. There will also arise
unintended Outcomes, which need to be attended to and understood for strategy development and execution to
be a true learning process. Tools and approaches[ edit ] Video explaining the strategic plan of the Wikimedia
Foundation Wikimedia Movement Strategic Plan PDF A variety of analytical tools and techniques are used in
strategic planning. Responsive Evaluation , which uses a constructivist evaluation approach to identify the
outcomes of objectives, which then supports future strategic planning exercises. In business, the term
"financial plan" is often used to describe the expected financial performance of an organization for future
periods. The term "budget" is used for a financial plan for the upcoming year. A "forecast" is typically a
combination of actual performance year-to-date plus expected performance for the remainder of the year, so is
generally compared against plan or budget and prior performance. The financial plans accompanying a
strategic plan may include 3â€”5 years of projected performance. The four stages include: Financial planning,
which is primarily about annual budgets and a functional focus, with limited regard for the environment;
Forecast-based planning, which includes multi-year financial plans and more robust capital allocation across
business units; Externally oriented planning, where a thorough situation analysis and competitive assessment
is performed; Strategic management, where widespread strategic thinking occurs and a well-defined strategic
framework is used. Categories 3 and 4 are strategic planning, while the first two categories are non-strategic or
essentially financial planning. Each stage builds on the previous stages; that is, a stage 4 organization
completes activities in all four categories. Sekora, Project Socrates founder in the Reagan White House, during
the cold war the economically challenged Soviet Union was able to keep on western military capabilities by
using technology-based planning while the U. Mintzberg argues that strategic planning can help coordinate
planning efforts and measure progress on strategic goals, but that it occurs "around" the strategy formation
process rather than within it. Further, strategic planning functions remote from the "front lines" or contact with
the competitive environment i.
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3: 5 Key Factors to Successful Strategic Planning | Business Improvement Architects
Strategic planning is one of the most popular but least frequently implemented New Year's resolutions for middle-market
business owners.

They carefully create a vision of their future and the strategies needed to get there. But many fail to realize
their vision and fail to deliver the expected strategic results. Unfortunately, executive teams cannot pinpoint
the reasons for this dilemma so they repeat the strategic planning cycle over and over, always hoping that the
next strategic planning session will bring better results. In our experience, there are 5 critical factors that will
ensure your strategic plans are successfully implemented. Strategic Planning is a process not an event. A key
element in the process is the engagement of all levels of staff throughout the organization. Staff engagement
generates additional input and helps build their commitment to the end plan. It is essential to involve
employees in the planning of strategy and direction for the organization. Provide insight into issues,
challenges, concerns, and opportunities which may not have been known or fully understood. The senior
management team will not execute the strategies â€” staff will. Engage them and your strategy execution
success rate will increase dramatically. Harvard Business School Strategic Planning processes are successful
when a bottom up and top down communication approach is taken. It starts off with a communication to all
levels of employees informing them that a Strategic Planning process will be undertaken. It includes how they
will be involved in this process. This is the bottom up communication. Employees will provide input to the
strategic planning process through feedback surveys, focus groups, meetings, etc. It is followed by the top
down communication. Senior management will share the strategic plan with employees. They will
communicate to all employees how their engagement will help ensure success in the execution of these
strategies. Yet if they try something that is a little dangerous and new, they will realize true innovation. They
put teams of individuals together to work on these major initiatives and give them investment money to ensure
success. This is not a failure of execution. It is the lack of an Innovation Process to manage the strategy that
led to the failure. The senior management created strategies that required innovation to achieve them. This is
unfortunately, very common. Many organizations tell their employees to be more innovative. They create
strategies for new products and services. But they fail to develop a strategy for Innovation which includes
reshaping the organizational culture to be innovative, implementing a process for managing innovations, etc.
Research in Motion is a classic case. They market it and promote it. But look at their Strategic Plan. They lack
a clear strategy for innovation â€” but they do have strategies for new product development. They will of
course disagree. The Playbook is an Ipad with less functionality. However, there are many examples of
organizations that have a strategy for innovation and this helps drive their new product and service delivery
strategies. One is to identify the projects that are required to ensure success in the execution of each strategy.
Another is to develop a prioritization of all these projects to ensure the high priority ones have the proper
resourcing to ensure success. This requires a high involvement and commitment on the part of employees to
spend the time required on the projects. The high level of involvement of employees ensures that they
understand the strategic plan. If the employees of an organization believe that change is something to be
feared and avoided, then change implementation is often reactive and haphazard. Conclusion Establish a clear
and meaningful strategic planning process. Engage all levels of employees to ensure success. Communicate to
employees throughout. Use an innovation process for all new product development, service delivery, etc.
Create projects to manage the strategies and prioritize all of these projects to ensure they are properly
resourced. Re-shape the organizational culture to be more adaptive to the changes the strategic plan requires.
He works with leaders and their teams around the world to improve organizational performance by helping
them to define their strategic direction, increase leadership performance, create cultures that drive innovation
and improve project and quality management. He also delivers presentations to businesses and conferences
throughout the world. In addition to his consulting practice and global speaking he has been featured and
published in over different magazines and industry publications. For more information about this article you
may contact Michael Stanleigh at mstanleigh bia.
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4: How to Create a Strategic Business Plan | www.enganchecubano.com
To think before planning is a logical one, yet most strategic planning processes devote insufficient think time prior to
planning. The desire to get a strategic plan completed quickly relegates thinking to filling in blanks on work sheets.

Linkedin By Joe DiNicolantonio Many small business owners lack a strategic plan for their business, typically
for one of two reasons: However, without a strategy, a business lacks the direction it needs to be successful. If
you want to work smarter rather than harder and grow with purpose, strategic planning is a necessity. A
strategic plan can provide the blueprint you need to stay on track to achieve your goals in a changing
marketplace. Strategic planning is often pushed aside by more immediately pressing daily business. To make
sure the planning process receives the attention it deserves, get away from the office. This will eliminate
interruptions and improve your focus. Involve your team members. Your strategic plan will be stronger if it
includes multiple points of view, and involving team members early on will result in greater support for the
plan. Encourage open and free discussion during the planning process, and make sure all your key people are
on board with the final result. Know who you are. If you have not done so already, you will need to clearly
articulate why your business exists as an organization, what you ultimately want to be known for, and your
core beliefs and guiding principles. Understand your current situation. In order to know how to get where you
want to go, you need to understand your starting point. A SWOT strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats
analysis is a good exercise to help you clarify your current situation and the internal and external factors that
will be likely to help or hinder you as you pursue your goals. Set both long- and short-term goals. You will
want to identify longer-term strategic objectives three or five years is a typical time frame as well as
shorter-term goals what you aim to accomplish in the next year or so. Your goals should be ambitious enough
to be challenging and inspiring, but not unattainable. Create a plan to achieve your goals. Once you have
defined your goals, outline the strategies and tactics you will use to achieve them. You will also need to
identify the resources required to implement the strategies â€” such as staff, vendors, facilities, equipment,
inventory, and so on â€” along with the costs involved and the impact on revenues. If you will need additional
financing, identify sources of credit as well. A well-crafted plan that ends up filed away somewhere does very
little good. Your strategic plan must include an action plan with specific tasks, responsibilities and timelines,
and your team members will need to hold themselves and each other accountable for achieving results. Keep
your plan flexible. Do not become so wedded to the details of your plan that you are unable to respond to
changing market conditions. Nimbleness is one of the key advantages a small business has in competing with
larger companies, so be ready to adjust your strategy and pursue new opportunities as long as they are a good
fit with your long-term objectives. For this and other small business articles and tools. Joe DiNicolantonio is
head of business banking for Regions Bank.
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5: Strategic Planning for Small Business: 8 Tips for Success - Small Biz Daily
Strategic Planning is among the most widely used and perhaps among the most abused management terminology in
modern day business. If one were to ask the CEO of any large organization why Strategic Planning is needed, the
responses would be varied: Resources are finite and we need to have clear line.

They are rooted in the philosophies of experts like Jim Collins, Verne Harnish and Tyler Norton and vetted
over 10 years of real-world application. I believe in this process and its power to help small businesses achieve
success, and I know it can help you too. Strategic Planning for Small Business 1. A clear vision is needed to
guide and influence your strategic planning process. Your Mission should be bold, inspirational and
compelling and just gutsy enough to give you butterflies in your stomach. Core Values should articulate what
is already true about your business and culture, not describe how you want it to be: How do you go about your
work? What do you value in yourself and your employees? What characteristics do you want your customers
to experience? These are your Core Values. To determine what those strategies should be, examine the
company strengths that you can employ to achieve a strong return on your investments. Look for resources
and capabilities you can leverage for maximum gain. To develop a competitive advantage that is sustainable, I
recommend focusing on no more than three to five core strengths. By focusing your resources on a few core
areas, you maximize your chances of success. Identify three to five strategies that are borne out of your
greatest strengths, all highly focused on achieving your Mission. Link Your Vision to the Annual and
Quarterly Priorities It can sometimes be a challenge to bridge the gap between your long-term vision and the
daily operations. This is typically achievable in three to five years. It should be bold and exciting. Three to
five key strengths you will need to use to achieve your Mission. Three to five strengths you will need to
develop to achieve your Mission. Three to five priorities you will focus on this year to leverage your current
strengths or develop new strengths to get closer to reaching your Mission. It important to remember that the
annual priorities must: Support the current mission, be set annually by the leaders and not become
individualized by department or employee. Quarterly Priorities or Tactical Operating Priorities: Three to five
priorities that support the annual priorities. Using this Strategy Planning Methodology makes it possible to
connect your Mission to the annual, quarterly and even daily operations of the business. One of my favorite
quotes is: Where performance is measured, performance improves. Where performance is reported,
performance improves dramatically. Where performance is reported publicly, performance improves
exponentially. During this time we do a SWOT analysis where we analyze our strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats. We take it a step further by evaluating the accomplishments, lessons learned and
strategic issues from the quarter. How do we achieve X outcome, given Y situation? By doing this, we are able
to make informed decisions about what the next quarterly priorities should be. Effective strategic planning is
the linchpin for your long-term business success. Grounded in your Purpose, Mission and Core Values, a solid
strategy can help you develop a plan of action and maximize your likelihood of success in achieving your
vision.
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6: Strategic planning critical to business success
Successful strategic planning implementation requires a large commitment from executives and senior managers,
whether the strategic planning is occurring in a department or a complete organization. Executives must lead, support,
follow-up, and live the results of the strategic planning implementation process.

While planning later became more sophisticated, it still tended to look at the future through the extrapolation
of past trends. With each passing decade, the external business environment has become increasingly less
stable and more prone to shifts and volatility. As a result, planning processes that previously seemed workable
now appear too rigid and are insufficient to guide strategic decision-making. Also, in the early days plans were
seen as all-encompassing, comprehensive pictures of what was intended. As a result, these plans often
dissipated strategic action, spreading resources and attention too widely. Companies practising the
breakthrough philosophy often profited. For example, US multinational retail corporation Walmart has had
successful breakthrough strategies with new store formats which include supercentres, supermarkets,
hypermarkets, warehouse clubs, cash-and-carry stores, home improvement, specialty electronics, restaurants,
apparel stores, drugstores, convenience stores, and digital retail. Sometimes the aim was to go beyond just
picking up obviously fast and disruptive change. Anyone who has picked up a strategy book will tell you that
on every eighth page there is typically a two-by-two or three-by-three matrix depicting variables. Such
matrices enable you to position two or more areas businesses, markets, etc and compare these different
positions. Strategic planning is a critical leadership quality, and thus critical to the business success and
applicable to all business sectors. This charts the long- term direction of the business, and develops and
maintains the policies and procedures to guide the organisation. Effective strategic planning is supported with
delegation and communication for the results to be achieved. In order to make planning dynamic, management
should draw up the variables, such as competitive edge, over time and as a curve. One example of strategic
breakthrough is the prepaid funeral. While this has been commonplace in the US for 30 years, five years ago it
was only in its beginning stages in the UK, for example. Dynamic competitive strategy also needs to be highly
inventive and creative. To jolt senior people out of this creative slumber requires special measures. This
mindset has led to a number of strategic breakthroughs. One example of a recent, successful breakthrough
strategy is Metro Bank, which launched in the UK just after the credit crunch. It was a classic disruptor, not so
much competing with new technology, but offering superior service backed by a retail mindset. Not only does
the bank have many features that contribute to its particular competitive mix, but these operate as a system
where the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Each feature contributes to at least one other in its
architecture of competitive advantage. While competitors might try to emulate one or two of these elements,
the task of imitating all of them seems out of reach. However, businesses such as Metro cannot afford to rest
on their laurels. You can never afford to fall asleep at the strategic wheel. In Jamaica, there is not a mandatory
approach to strategic planning, thus board members and management staff work together, using their
experience and knowledge to craft and implement the best plan to drive the desired results of the organisation.
However, one of the main challenges for smaller enterprise is the fact that the leaders are caught up in the day
to day operations and not making enough time to carry out the strategic planning required.
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7: Strategic planning - Wikipedia
Strategic planning is a process that involves informed dialog among the committee members over a period of time such
that a consensus emerges as a natural outcome. Our recommendation is that months in about the right amount of time
for most nonprofits.

Learn how to develop strategies for how you are going to get things done. What are the criteria for developing
a good strategy? When should you develop strategies for your initiative? How do you develop strategies?
What is a strategy? A strategy is a way of describing how you are going to get things done. It is less specific
than an action plan which tells the who-what-when ; instead, it tries to broadly answer the question, "How do
we get there from here? A good strategy will take into account existing barriers and resources people, money,
power, materials, etc. It will also stay with the overall vision, mission, and objectives of the initiative. Often,
an initiative will use many different strategies--providing information, enhancing support, removing barriers,
providing resources, etc. Objectives outline the aims of an initiative--what success would look like in
achieving the vision and mission. By contrast, strategies suggest paths to take and how to move along on the
road to success. That is, strategies help you determine how you will realize your vision and objectives through
the nitty-gritty world of action. Strategies for your community initiative should meet several criteria. A
strategy, such as enhancing experience and skill or increasing resources and opportunities, should point out the
overall path without dictating a particular narrow approach e. Fit resources and opportunities? It also embraces
new opportunities such as an emerging public concern for neighborhood safety or parallel economic
development efforts in the business community. Minimize resistance and barriers? When initiatives set out to
accomplish important things, resistance even opposition is inevitable. However, strategies need not provide a
reason for opponents to attack the initiative. Good strategies attract allies and deter opponents. To address the
issue or problem, strategies must connect the intervention with those who it should benefit. For example, if the
mission of the initiative is to get people into decent jobs, do the strategies providing education and skills
training, creating job opportunities, etc. Taken together, are strategies likely to make a difference on the
mission and objectives? If the aim is to reduce a problem such as unemployment, are the strategies enough to
make a difference on rates of employment? If the aim is to prevent a problem, such as substance abuse, have
factors contributing to risk and protection been changed sufficiently to reduce use of alcohol, tobacco, and
other drugs? By doing so, you can achieve the following advantages: Taking advantage of resources and
emerging opportunities Responding effectively to resistance and barriers A more efficient use of time, energy,
and resources When should you develop strategies for your initiative? Developing strategies is the essential
step between figuring out your objectives and making the changes to reach them. Strategies should always be
formed in advance of taking action, not deciding how to do something after you have done it. As with the
process you went through to write your vision and mission statements and to set your objectives, developing
strategies involves brainstorming and talking to community members. Organize a brainstorming meeting with
members of your organization and members of the community Remember, people will work best in a relaxed
and welcoming environment. You can help achieve this by: Making meetings a place where all members feel
that their ideas are listened to and valued, and where constructive criticism may be openly voiced. To help
meet these goals, you might post some "ground rules" so people feel free to express themselves. Ground rules
might include: Asking members to escort each other home or to their cars, the subway, or the bus stop if the
meeting runs late. Never underestimate the power of homemade food, drinks, and other treats. The RTR
Coalition held brainstorming sessions among organization members. They invited local teens, parents,
teachers, counselors, church members, and other community leaders to participate in listening sessions. These
were used to help develop strategies to reduce the risk of teen pregnancy. Homemade cookies, fruit, and coffee
helped make participants feel welcome. Review identify the targets and agents of change for your initiative
Your targets of change include all of the people who experience or are at risk for this issue or problem
addressed by your initiative. Remember to be inclusive; that is, include everyone who is affected by the
problem or issue or whose action or inaction contributes to it. For example, a coalition such the RTR Coalition
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would want to include all teenagers as potential targets of change, not just adolescents who seem particularly
at risk, and parents, peers, and teachers whose actions or inactions might make a difference. Your agents of
change include everyone who is in a position to help contribute to the solution. With the RTR Coalition,
examples of agents of change might include teens, teachers, guidance counselors, parents of teens, lawmakers,
and others. Review your vision, mission, and objectives to keep you on the right track It is helpful to review
your mission, vision, and objectives to ensure that your strategies are all aligned with the goals expressed in
your previous work. Work together to brainstorm the best strategies for your initiative The following list of
questions can be a guide for deciding on the most beneficial strategies for your group: What resources and
assets exist that can be used to help achieve the vision and mission? How can they be used best? What
obstacles or resistance exist that could make it difficult to achieve your vision and mission? How can you
minimize or get around them? What are potential agents of change willing to do to serve the mission? Do you
want to reduce the existing problem, or does it make more sense to try to prevent or reduce risk for problems
before they start? For example, if you are trying to reduce teen sexual activity, you might consider gearing
some of your strategies to younger children, for whom sex is not yet a personal issue; or, to promote academic
success, to work with younger children who still have full potential for learning and school success. How will
your potential strategies decrease the risk for experiencing the problem e. How will the strategies increase
protective factors e. What potential strategies will affect the whole population and problem? For example,
connecting youth with caring adults might be good for virtually all youth, regardless of income or past
experience with the problem. Make sure that your strategies affect the problem or issue as a whole. What
potential strategies reach those at particular risk for the problem? For example, early screenings might help
focus on those at higher risk for heart disease or cancer; past academic failure or history of drug use, for
identifying with whom support and other intervention efforts might be focused. The strategies of the RTR
Coalition We will pursue the following strategies to reach each of our objectives: Things to note about the
RTR strategies: They give overall direction without dictating specifics, such as the particular sexuality
education curricula to be used. They fit local resources, including a variety of the available agents of change in
this case, peers, parents and guardians, clergy, and teachers. Some of the strategies try to change existing
situations such as increased access to contraception ; others are geared to stop the problem of teen pregnancy
before it starts for example, assisting local churches to improve early parent-child communication. The
strategies involve many different parts of the community, including churches and other groups from whom
opposition to some strategies such as access to contraceptives might be expected. The strategies try to decrease
some of the probable risk factors for teen pregnancy lack of information, lack of access to contraceptives, peer
pressure , and at the same time, they try to increase some of the possible protective factors increased
parent-child communication, church involvement, education, opportunities for a better future. Check your
proposed strategies for completeness, accuracy, and whether they contribute to the vision, mission, and
objectives Contributor.
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8: Invest in Your Success: Strategic Planning for Small Business - Small Business Trends
A strategy includes your company's goals and objectives, the type of products/services that you plan to build, the
customers who you want to sell to and the markets that you serve to make profits.

Seven Success Factors for Strategic Planning 1: The timeframe covered by the strategic plan has shortened.
Three years brings a sense of urgency to the objectives of the plan that requires focus and a defined
implementation approach. Equally important, the operational and funding environment is changing too rapidly
to plan for a five year period, and three years also provides needed continuity for business planning that
typically has a one-year cycle. Select the Strategic Planning Committee wisely. Most non-profits have a
strategic planning committee or task force that is a subset of the Board and senior staff. How many individuals
should be on the committee and how should they be selected? Have the Board approve a written strategic
planning charter for the Committee. The Board, who has the final authority to approve the plan, should
formally task the committee with any and all requirements, particularly communication and any intermediate
reporting requirements. This step, in addition to a well-selected committee, will allow the Board to step back
and allow the committee to do its work, and in turn the committee will have confidence that the Board will
ultimately approve their recommended plan with perhaps a few minor modifications. Take time to develop the
Strategic Plan. Strategic planning is a process that involves informed dialog among the committee members
over a period of time such that a consensus emerges as a natural outcome. Our recommendation is that months
in about the right amount of time for most nonprofits. We actively discourage strategic planning retreats that
occur over a one- or two-day period. The passage of time is a necessary part of the strategic planning process.
Keep the strategic plan very focused. As easy as it sounds, keeping a strategic plan focused is quite difficult.
Focus is about prioritizing the desired changes and selecting only those that can be implemented with the skill
set and available time of the staff as well as the financial resources made available by the Board. Focus also
includes an element of specificity regarding each goal undertaken in the plan. Clearly articulated objectives
with specific end measurements are central to achieving results. Address implementation during plan
development. Ownership and support are important to successful implementation. Regularly monitor and
discuss implementation. The Board and senior staff should agree on how best to regularly monitor
implementation. The staff should be given the freedom to proceed with day-to-day implementation; however,
the Board should regularly monitor progress so that additional support on a task-by-task basis can be provided
if progress slows. Success is about implementing the changes sought, not just developing the plan, and the
Board and senior staff should own the successful implementation. While there are numerous elements to the
strategic planning process, seven are the keys to success, and perhaps surprisingly none have anything to do
with the specific contents of the plan:
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9: Why Is Strategic Planning Important to a Business? | www.enganchecubano.com
Make Strategy a Habit A leader devoted to the successful implementation of the strategy and plan is key. The plan
needs to be supported with people, money, time, systems, and above all communication. The plan needs to be
supported with people, money, time, systems, and above all communication.

Within the business management discipline, it takes one of the central roles to develop a business management
strategy and implement the business management process. Business strategic planning focuses on establishing
a solid underlying framework for business management activities through organizing, directing and
controlling the business implementation. There are three key questions to be addressed by business strategic
planning and management: What are strategic business objectives and goals of an organization? What is the
optimal way to achieve those objectives and goals? What business resources are required to make that happen?
Business Management Strategy Definition Business Management Strategy is a systematic high-level plan of
actions aimed at planning and performing the business management process at the most efficient way to
achieve strategic goals and objectives of an organization. The business management strategy is a tool of
successful business strategic planning that helps make high-level business decisions regarding setting
long-term objectives and allocating resources in the direction of the implementation of the policies and
achievement of these objectives. Within the business management system BMS , the business management
strategy is one of the high-level functional groups dedicated to identifying and stating the general business
management direction through planning implementation policies and plans. In terms of business decision
making and implementation, it refers to a dynamic process that encompasses all the long-term initiatives
which the organization tends to take in order to produce a benefit and gain revenue. Business Management
Strategy Focus Typically the business management strategy focuses on generating solutions that could help
take a organization to a higher level of business process improvement and growth. In simple terms, business
strategy management solutions tend to address next four issues: Investigating the environment within which
the organization will operate. Stating how the organization sees its role within that environment mission
statement. These four issues are the focus of the business management strategy and one of the directions for
the business strategic planning process. The issues can be fully addressed through 1 Development of strategic
business management plans and policies and 2 Allocation of business resources. Theses are the tools of the
strategy for business management. A strategic plan is a series of long-term procedure to achieve an objective
of business strategy planning. Policies are those tools of business strategy management to specify the scope of
the strategic plan and identify the extent of business decisions influence upon the implementation of business
management tactics. Resource allocation is often planned and managed by means ERP systems. Business
management strategies can be viewed by different angles, such as the business organization approach or the
sociological approach for managing human interactions and relations between the lowest and highest level of
managerial authority. However, such a strategy is always the foundation for both functional management and
operational management. As a tool of successful business strategic planning the strategy gives the major
benefit to an organization:
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